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This note begins with a discussion of possible metrics in probability
spaces associated with independent random variables; the Euclidean
metric (in suitable co-ordinates) turns out to be the only one admissible.
The method of least-squares is known to be derived from such a con
cept of distance. In the second section a unique least-squares solution
is derived for general linear systems of equations in abstract spaces
even when there may be no proper solution in the usual sense, the
two coinciding when the ordinary solution exists. This is of consi
derable importance for diffusion theory and the integral equations for
atomic energy piles. The final section gives a sketch of the extension
to general non-linear systems of equations.

1. We start with a system of measurable sets called- " simple
events" such that the adjunction of the " compound events " obtained
by set-addition and set-muUiplication gives an aggregate of measurable
Borel se'.s constituting a Boolean set-algebra. The union A U B of
two sets is the compound event "A or B"; the intersection A n B
is the compound event "A and B (simultaneously)"; the operational
laws for the dual operations " cap " = n and " cup " = U being as
usual in Boolean algebra, which contains the null-set 0 and the
universe 1. The probability measure is regulated by the postulates^:

(a)P(/) = l.

(b) P(A)>P(B) if AU B = A, i.e., if A D B.

(c)liAnB = 0, P(AU B) = PiA) + P(B). (l.I)

Taking A = I, B = O in l.I c, it follows that P (O) = O: With
a and b, this gives' O < P (^4) < 1 for all seis of the ensemble. Finally,
seeing that A yj B \5 the union of three mutually non-intersecting sets
(A — A n B), A n B, (B — A n B), we obtain the general result:

P{A\J B) = P{A) +P{B)-R{Ar\ B). (1.2)

This could have been substituted for the third postulate in ] .]
with the addition of P{0) = 0. The events are to be. regarded as
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reduced modulo the ideal of all sets with measure zero. The restric

tion to Borel sets, though not always necessary, permits infinite repeti
tion of the two operations U, n.

Definition.—Two events A, B suchthat A n B = O are calledmutually
exclusive. Non-null events Aj, Ao, . .. A„ ... such that P (Aj n Ai ri

Ak ...) = P (Ai) P (Ai) P (Ak) ... for any finite section i, j, k ... are
called 'mutually independent events.

It. follows that two mutually exclusive events cannot be mutually
independent, nor can two events one of which wholly includes the
other ; these are the extreme cases of zero and unit conditional prob
ability, always omitting from the classification the trivial extremes,
0,1. Starting with any simple event of the algebra, we can build an ordered
maximal chain of such simple events, with O and I at the two ends
each event of the chain including all preceding members and being
included in all that follow, while no other simple event of the algebra
outside the chain has this property, with respect to all sets of that parti
cular chain. We consider hereafter only such Boolean probability
algebras whose simple events can be split up into a finite number of maxi
mal chains, every event of each chain being independent of every event
in any other chain.

In the first place, each such chain can be mapped upon the real
line segment (0, 1) by the correspondence A-^[0, P(y4)]. But we
need also a map on the whole real axis —oo<a'< + oo, which is
connected with the (0, 1) measure-map by a distribution function F {x),
which is monotonically non-decreasing, with F(—oo) = 0, f (+oo)
= 1. Any set A of the chain can be mapped upon the interval (—oo,
a) on the line such that F{x) <P (A) if x < a, while F (a) = F (A).
Using one dimension for each such ordered chain, we map the Boolean
algebra upon an n-dimensional continuum (x^, X2, ... x„) where the
image of a simple event is a section from —00 to -f-oo in all dimensions
except one, wherethe section extends only from —00 to a. The measure-
image on the unit hypercube is the rectangular parallelopiped of side
unity in alLexcept one dimension, where the side is the interval [O,
P {A)]. Compound events are derived from these by set-union .and
set-interseclion.

Theorem 1.—// an n-dimensional probability space be associated
with a Boolean algebra of events such that each dimension represents
a chain of events independent of all the others, and if the space is endowed
with a Riemahn metric plus a measure function which give a true, map
upon the mit hypercube, then the metric can only be Euclidean.
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Proof.—Vox the Riemann metric, ds'̂ —S gijdXidXj. The measure
of any /c-dimensional event in the ;c-space is given, for I <k<n by
an integral of the form I• Xi,) ^/J^\ dxt^ ... dxt^. But if
the region be the compound event n A2 n .. • n A,„ it follows that
the integral must break up into a product of k separate integrals for
all k < n. Therefore, any principal minor as well as the whole deter
minant \gij\ must reduce to a product of diagonal terms: gu (xj)
^22 W ••• gm, and correspondingly for each of its principal
minors. The measure function /, essentially the derivative of the dis
tribution, assumed to exist and be continuous, will similarly break
up into a product of factors, but that is of lesser interest here. It is
clear that the cross-terms of the tensor all vanish, with ds^ =
(xi) dxi^ + g22 (xa) dx2^ + ... + g„„ (x„)dx„^. The gn are positive
from the hypothesis of positive measure for any chain (we need not
invoke the positive definite form of the metric here), permitting a trans
formation of co-ordinate variables defined by dxj = ^/J^^dx,. These
are the Euclidean co-ordinates of the space.

We have two simple corollaries:—

Corollary 1.—If the space of n random variables be endowed
with a Riemann metric and a measure {distribution density) function
which permit the original random variables to be replaced by n inde
pendent random functions thereofthen the curvature tensor ofthe original
space must vanish, the space being Euclidean.

The new variables amount sirnply to a non-singular transformation
of co-ordinates.' But thereafter, the space will have the Euclidean
co-ordinates of the preceding theorem, hence its curvature tensor will
vanish in both co-ordinate systems. For the second corollary, we
need a topological result,^ that a Riemann metric exists when the space
may be covered by neighbourhoods such that each pair of points may
be joined by one and only one arc (lying wholly within the neighbour
hood) of a previously defined class which we may call paths. Then,
for any compact portion of the space that can be so covered, a Riemann
metric, can be assigned whereof the given paths are actually the geo
desies. In the present case, we have one compact space, namely, the
unit hypercube, to which the result may be applied, working back to
the original space if the / function is continuous, giving us:

Corollary 2.—If the space of random variables is only enddwed-
with a continuous measure-density function, and a set of continuous paths
with the property that any two points sufficiently close have a unique
path-join, ^then the space also possesses a Riemann metric, hence is
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Euclidean if the concept of independent random variables is applicable
by suitable transformation.

With Euclidean space, if the compound probability density func
tion of several independent random variables depends only upon the
distance, it follows immediately that the distribution of each,variate
must be normal (Gaussian),® From this to the usual motivation of
least-squares is only one step, for the best approximation to the popula
tion mean from a sample is that which minimizes the sampling vari
ance, which is a sum of squares (the distance, in fact, to a hyperplane),
hence the arithmetic mean.

2. We deal throughout with real variables, though the extension
to complex or other number systems causes little difficulty. The
system of m linear equations in n < m real variables

S AijXj —yi = 0;- /• = 1, 2, ... m >n (2.1)
>•=1

has no solution in general. But it has always a least-squares solution
minimizing

£(2A,x,-yX, (2.2)
\j=i /

thereby specifying the values of .a: as solutions of the n equations:
n m m

S = 0, — 2j ^alcyq.- (2-3)
r=i 8=1 a=l

Here, every free index runs through the values 1,2, ... n. The system
(2.3) has a unique solution in general, coinciding with the exact solu
tion of (2.1) should those equations be compatible. Clearly, we can
take formal passage to the limit to an integral equation of the first
kind:

I A{s,t)xit)dt=y{s), (2.4)

and to other general linear systems. This is the work of the present
section, regardless of probability considerations.

We begin with a vector space V over the field C of all real numbers,
the elements x, y, ... being in V and constants a, b ... in C give
ax ' -\r by + ... also in V. We further require a symmetric bilinear
scalar product x. as a mapping of V x V into C, with the proper
ties; X . y = y . X, and x . (ay + b2) = a (x . ,v) + b(x . z). This
leads to a quadratic norm x.x of which we demand that x.x = 0 if and
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only if X= 0, which amounts to reduction of V with respect to ele
ments of zero norm. We shall assume that V is complete with respect
to convergence in the norm. The usual condition ihat the norm be
positive is easily imposed, for it must always be of the same sign. If
there were two distinct elements x, y with x.x>0, ^.^<0, the
quadratic in A: (x + Aj).(x+ A:v) = 0 would have real roots, giving
an element with vanishing norm, of the form x + A_y, But this cannot
be zero identically, for then x.x = which is impossible because
the two norms had initially opposite signs. Hence, the noim must
always have the same sign, and there is no loss of generality in taking
it always positive.

We avoid the trivial cases where V contains only the element 0,
or only multiples of a single element Two non-zero elments <j),
tji are defined as orthogonal if their scalar product vanishes: ^= 0;
while an element with unit norm (always to be had by multiplication
with a suitable constant) is called normal. The assumption is that
V has an orthonormal basis <f>2, ... <l>„, ..., not necessarily finite,
but (by the Hilbert theorem) at most denumerable, and that the Riesz-
Fisher theorem applies so that with any convergent U a,\ there always
exists a function in V represented by Sthis is necessary for the
completeness of the space, which we have assumed.

To correspond to the matrices in 2.1, we need two-sided linear
associative operators S, T, ... defined over V, i.e., Tx and xT C V for
all X C V; with (ax + by) T —a (xT) + b {yT), T{ax + by) = a {Tx)
+ b {Ty). For xT, we shall also write T*x, the adjoint of T. This
adjoint is governed by the operational rule: (r*)* = T. If we define
the operator product ST by (ST)x = S(Tx), with x{ST) = {xS)T,
it follows that STx = S{xT*) = (xT*) S*, vfhence {ST)* = T*S*,
the star operation for the adjoint of these linear operators thus
satisfying four of the basic postulates for a C* algebra in the sense of
Gelfand and Neimarlc. We may write SxT for S{xT) = ST*x —
xTS* = T*xS*, according to convenience, without confusion. The
scalar product x.{Ty) is similarly abbreviated xTy —yT*x, at will.

Using the orthonormal basis for F, it is seen that the T operation
amounts to a linear matrix-transformation for the co-ordinates (Fourier
coefficients) of an element. All operations may be visualized and
theorems proved by use of the matrix representation. For Hilbert
spaces (vector spaces with infinite basis), the argument has to be res
tricted in general to such operators as may be separated into two addi
tive portions of which one is finite dimensional, the other ,with
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arbitrarily small norm. That is, the operators must be (Tx).{Tx)
< M{x.x) for all-x C F, M depending only upon T. We shall deal
only with non-singular bounded operators, and remark that a sym
metric operator such that T= T* has always a real spectrum. To each
7"there correspond always the two symmetric operators TT* and T*T,
of which the latter is assumed to have a discrete spectrum for our main
result.

The entire least-squares procedure rests upon the following^ Lemma:
The orthonormal portion of V which does not He in TV is mapped into
zero by T* that is, T* (V-TV) = 0.

Proof.—If the transformed space TV is the whole of V, the result
is trivially true. If not call V the orthonormal component of V not
in TF. The generic scalar product of a function in V and another in
V is VTV = VT*V. By hypothesis, this scalar product is zero, which
means that every element in the whole of V is orthogonal to every
element in T*p, which is impossible, except when T*V= 0, proving
the lemma.

The main least-squares equation now takes the form

Tx-y = 0 (2.5)

with T, y given, x to be found.

This need not have a solution at all, as Tx lies necessarily in TV while
the given y may have a component outside TV. The norm of the left-
hand side is

(Jx-y).(Tx -y)=.xT''Tx-2 {xT*-y) + {y.y). (2.6)

To minimize this, give a variation to x, replacing x by x + 8x. Sub
tracting the original value in 2.6 from the varied value gives

2Sx. (r* Tx - T*y) + {Thx). (TSx). (2.7)

The coefficient of Sx is equated to zero for a minimum as usual, for
the remainder is positive, while we take the norm of 8x as tending to
zero. This gives us

Theorem 2.—The least-square solution o/ Tx —y = 0 is given by

r'Tx-T*y = 0. (2.8)

Our lemma T* (V — TV) = 0 makes the solution possible. Naturally,
there are some simple restrictions upon the operator in question. In
tentis of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, these give Picard's solution®
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of integral equations of the first kind and the corresponding least-
squares solution, which may be subsumed in:

Theorem 3,—The least-squares solution of Tx —y = 0 exists if
and only if ^ IK* converges, where <j>„ and X„^ are the. eigen-
functions '• and eigenvalues respectively of T*Tcl) — = 0. In parti
cular, if the ortHonormal set furnish .a basis for Y; we have the exact
solution (for that portion of V in which y lies).

The proof is as follows: The non-singular operator r*r leaves
the origin invariant in F, hence by continuity maps some portion of
V on to some neighbourhood of 0, in the map-space-r*F. We (assume
the operator T*T to have a discrete spectrum, and) expand T*y in
terms of the eigenfunctions. The lemma above says that T*y cannot
be orthogonal to all these eigenfunctions without, vanishing identically,
.while the condition of the theorem merely requires T*y to lie in the
transformed neighbourhood of the origin.

The result is independent of Ihe norm. That is, our norm was
best taken with respect to the identity, the symriietric operators ;)i:J =
lx = X for all ;c C V. Any other symmetric operators may be used
for the least-squares norming provided SV = V, and xSx = 0 if and
only if X= 0. The result is of great use in the solution of integral
equations when nothing isiiiown about the closure of the eigenfunctions
of the particular kernel.

3. The square sum (2.2) of the linear equations (2.1) amounts to
the sum of weighted squares of distances from a generic point (x) to
the various hyper-planes. The" same idea can be-extended, therefore,
to non-linear hypersurfaces. We look for the point or points from
which the sum of squares of distances to a given set of (weighted)
hypersurfaces is minimum, which is included in the set of points where
the distance-sum is stationary and which is all we shall investigate
without insisting upon a true minimum. The geometric.picture tells
us that the.point sought is common to all the surfaces if they have a
common intersection, or that point which lies on the intersection, of
normals to each of the surfaces, In mathematical notation, let the
surfaces be:

fi (^ij ^2, •.. x^ = Cj, fi (x) —C2, ... fm (^) c,„, m > n.
(3.1)

The point sought is the solution of the equations:

Ix
= 0,

Du .^V
= 0, ,(3.2)
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where

F - u,y + (x^ - v,y + ... + Ai/i (u) + (v)+ ...
i

and the unindexed letters x, u, v ... each represent the set of n variables,
the index being understood, even in the partial differentiation. This
is Lagrange's method of multipliers leading to two sets of equations:

(ay.. = "^l±2!±^ (3.2,

(6)2fe-»,)-^=0, 2(*,-v,)-^ =0,
OUi

These lead to compatibility conditions:

+ (3.3)

which merely reflects our previous lemma T* (F —TF) = 0 in the
total extended space. .For linear equations, the process is as before,
and for the general case the extension is fairly clear.

We begin with an abstract vector space V such that x C V. This
V is extended over a variety which was formerly a finite Abelian group,
and may for the present be taken as an indexed variety. The extension
is then indicated by Va, with variables UaCV^. The a-space has to
be compact, with an abstract integral which we shall denote by Ua,
and which has the properties of a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, while
Ug} ?= M. The scalar product is defined over the extended space as
Uaix —Ua).{x —Ua). Finally, /(x) is a general operator, mapping
x into the real field, /„ (u) being the (suitably but completely defined)
extended operation, understood as

We need further the generalized partial differentiation, which is
defined as the infinitesimal operator of the (Abelian) Lie group in the
space o{f(x) when the base-space of xundergoes a translation x-^-x + h;
the Lie group is generated by the usual exponential representation,
which leads to a Lie-Taylor series expansion which is the formal re
presentation, and in the analytic case converges to give an exact re
presentation.- Our non-linear functional operators / need not be
analytic nor even arbitrarily differentiable, for they may be approxi
mated by such at need; but the /-operators must at least be continuous
in the first derivative for the analogue of 3.2 to be valid. By introduc
ing an orthonormal basis and co-ordinates for V, the partial derivative
becomes just the ordinary partial derivative in the co-ordinates; gene-
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rically, we represent this by /'. The results aie then simmed up as
follows:

The least-squares solutions of the simultaneous projections fa(,x)
= 0 are given by x = {llM)Sa^a^ provided the extended variables ua

satisfy

= (3.4)

The Aa and being so chosen as to further satisfy fa («») = 0'
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